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IN 4 WEEKS

TAKING BACK YOUR MEALTIMES - RESPECTFULLY AND EMPATHICALLY
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01

WHAT IS A FOOD HERO?
This new defining term will illustrate
the end goal of this course. Learn
more about what a food hero really is.

02

IT'S NOT ABOUT THE
FOOD
Often, we tend to think that pickiness
and mealtime struggles are about the
food itself. But they are not. Read
more about it here.

03

IT ALL STARTS WITH
OUR PARENTING
Learn why we parents ought to take a
close look at our parenting style and
what we, ourselves, grew up with.

04

TAKING BACK YOUR
MEALTIMES
Taking back your mealtimes with less
control and more empathy is the core
of this course.
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WEEK 1

WELCOME

Welcome to this first week of your Food Hero course.
This is your workbook which is meant as a
supplement to the video lessons. Here you will find
some of the important points made in the
videos for you to read if you like. You will also find
some reflection exercises related to this week’s
content as well as instructions to the
activity of the week and this week’s Mealtime Ground
Rules for you to print. Finally, every week you will find
a few mantras (also perfect for hanging on
your fridge) to remind you of some of the things to
keep in mind when transitioning to your new
mealtime routines.
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WHAT IS A FOOD HERO?
It is not about finishing your plate
A food hero is a child who is confident when it comes to food, someone who is curious about food,
and who dares to taste, touch, and smell different kinds of food. Being a food hero is not about
liking all foods or finishing your plate, instead it’s much more about having the courage to try
different things and to keep a positive attitude when it comes to food. What we as parents should
do to support our young food heroes is to show them how we appreciate them being curious and
adventurous about the food universe.
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IT´S NOT
ABOUT THE
FOOD
Mealtime struggles are
about something else
A lot of the mealtime struggles that we as
families experience around the dinner table are
related to when our kids reject
food – sometimes without even having tasted it.
That is usually what we call
pickiness. But one of the important things for us
parents to realise is that
rejecting food is mostly not about
the food itself. Instead, it’s about the context
and the mealtime environment.
And that’s why it’s important to know about the
3 Ps: Pickiness, power struggles, and parenting
and how the interaction between these are
setting the agenda at the table, not the food
itself.
Take a look at this model for the Vicious
Mealtime Cycle. Maybe you recognize the
dynamics?
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MEALTIME CYCLE
Break the pattern
An example of the phases of this model:

When our kids feels pressured, the

Our kids reject food at the dinner table,

pickiness tends to intensify. And that is

and our automatic thoughts could go

how the Vicious Mealtime Cycle is

like this: "My child is not getting enough

feeding itself.

nutritious / varied food" or "This is not
up to my child to decide - I'm the adult

My point here is that when we surround

and I'm deciding what's for dinner".

our mealtimes with pressure and
control, our kids often have no option

These thoughts can make us feel

but to counter that with “No, I am not

frustrated, concerned, or tense, and that

going to eat that!”.

is when we start enforcing pressure and
control: "You are going to eat this, or...",

And not only will it make

"I want you to at least taste it!" or "You

them less likely to eat it when being

can have dessert, but only when your

forced, it’s also damaging to their

plate is empty".

relationship with food – and their
relationship with us, their parents!
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IT ALL STARTS WITH
OUR PARENTING
Are we conscious about our mealtime values?
“Clean Plate Club”. “Eat what’s served, or
go to bed hungry”. These are some
classic ways to enforce mealtime rules
and routines. And most of us grew up with
these rules - and the ultimatums
resulting from them. Those mealtime
values seem to have been passed on from
generation to generation – undisputed.
But just as our general parenting values
have evolved greatly over the past few
decades, we ought to also start looking
at our parental approach when it comes
to mealtimes. Increasingly, parents are
starting to value mutual respect, trust, and
empathy, but many of us seem to
forget that when it comes to our family
mealtimes. Hence, we apply an oldfashioned
and outdated set of rules.

But the problem with that is that a
controlling and pressuring mealtime
environment will not lay the foundation
for a balanced relationship with food in
the long-term. We need to start looking at
what we grew up with ourselves and how
that has shaped the way we approach
mealtimes with our own kids. Because
that’s the way to understand, change, and
improve our mealtime dynamics.
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MEALTIMES
AT MEALTIMES, WE PARENTS
CONTROL THE SERVING:
WHAT, WHERE, & WHEN DINNER IS
SERVED.
AT MEALTIMES, OUR CHILDREN
CONTROL THE EATING
WHAT (FROM THE TABLE), HOW
MUCH, & IF THEY WILL EAT.
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TAKING BACK YOUR
MEALTIMES
With empathy, trust, and respect
If what we want from our mealtimes are
nice relaxed dinners where everybody
can talk and connect, and where our kids
are given a safe space to start exploring
food, we need to start understanding how
our approach to mealtimes impact our
kids’ confidence at the table and their
sense of security. We need to step back,
quit the pressure, and be confident
that our kids’ relationship with food

REFLECTION EXERCISE

doesn’t evolve from pressure and control.
Much more about that next week.
See you in week 2.

Try to go back in your thoughts to when
you were a child. Think about your family
dinners and your mealtime routines in
your family. How you felt when sitting at
the table. What kind of food was
served to you. What you liked. And what
you didn’t care much for. What the
ambience at the table was like. How you
felt about the rule set at your family
dinners.
Now, imagine you could ask your
childhood version of yourself if there was
anything you wished were different –
anything you would change? What would
your answer be?
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MEALTIME GROUND RULES
WEEK 1
01

01

SET MEALTIMES

05

TAKE YOUR TIME

02

EAT AT THE
TABLE AND HAVE
ASSIGNED SEATS
FOR EVERYBODY

06

NO SNACKS 1,5
HOURS BEFORE
DINNER

03

NO SCREENS AT
MEALTIMES

07
73

OFFER A BROAD
VARIATION OF
FOOD AND TASTE
IT YOURSELVES,
TOO

04

SET A NICE TABLE
(CANDLES,PLATES,
NAPKINS, BOWLS)

08

EAT THE SAME,
AT THE SAME
TIME, TOGETHER
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Spice Painting
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ACTIVITY OF THE WEEK
Spice Painting - Instructions

When painting, you can see if you can
smell it on the paper, talk about the
colors, why are they mostly natural
colors and whatever comes to mind.
But try to stay out of evaluating them in
terms of good and bad smells. Just be
curious and experiment.
Materials:
Spices (paprika, curry, cardamom, cumin,
garlic powder, turmeric etc), paint, brushes,
paper to paint on, maybe glue.
Why this activity?
This activity will expose your children to
new smells without having to evaluate them
in terms of good and bad or if they like them
or not. It’s a chance to introduce spices in a
non-pressuring context.
Taking spices out of their natural food
context and painting with them is a fun
activity where the focus is on playing and
experimenting. So, when doing this activity
with your kids, I recommend that you play
along and paint along, smell the spices when
you use them and talk about their distinctive
flavor (spicy, sweet, earthy etc.), maybe talk
about your kids recognize them from food
they’ve tasted before.

How to do it:
Pull out your spices from your kitchen.
Mix 1 tsp spice and 1 tbsp water and start
painting. When you have painted the first
layer, and it’s dry, you can spread some
glue on the painting and then add some of
the “leafier” spices, like oregano and thyme.
That will create a different look. Try to just
experiment with it, your children will love
this activity, especially when having their
parents join in. Encourage your children to
be creative - maybe they have some
suggestions on how to spice up this
activity?
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TACO +
BLACK BEANS +
GUACAMOLE

Everybody loves taco
12 tacos
1 red onion / half in the beans and half in
the guacamole
4 cloves of garlic
1 can black beans
1 red pepper
1 tablespoon apple cider vinegar
½ teaspoon smoked paprika
2 cups of small tomatoes
a pinch of cayenne
fresh cilantro
green salads.

"Let the kids help you
with the chopping"
Peel and finely slice two cloves of garlic and half of the
red onion. Chop the pepper, then place them in a saucepan on high
heat with 1 tablespoon of olive oil and the onion and garlic. Fry for 3
minutes, stirring constantly. Add smoked paprika, cayenne, vinegar,
salt, and black beans and cook for a further 5 minutes. Stirring
regularly.
Take the last half onion, 2 cloves of garlic and finely chop
it on a large board. Destone the avocados and scoop the flesh onto
the board. Start chopping it all together until fine and well
combined. Transfer the avocado and onion to a bowl and add the
juice from 1 lime and 1 tablespoon of
sour creme, then season to taste with salt, black pepper and more
lime juice, if needed.
Toast the tacos in the oven or on a hot pan.
Serve with sour crème, cilantro, lime boats, and salad

This recipe is from nordic family table's Kitchen Basic

